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volume 10 issue 20 thursday 8 february 2018 - although we have just bought over 1000 new books for
school, this does not cover the number of books which have gone missing over the last 3 years. word bank –
increases as each letter sound is taught - word bank – increases as each letter sound is taught ! some
words are underlined. these words tend to give an inaccurate pronunciation. word families readwriteserve tutoring - word families . word families are groups of words that have a common pattern or
groups of letters with the same sound. for example, the “ain” word family includes brain, chain, gain, pain,
rain, and so speaking pathways - dorbooks - speaking pathways part one: letters and sounds track one:
short-vowel sounds the short sound of a is /a˘ /. atom /a˘ /, apple /a˘ /, and ant /a˘ /. lakeshore discuss the
key words, and read the list ... - place the books where children can access them. encourage students to
read the books on their own, as often as they like. additional activities try some of these activities to reinforce
children’s knowledge of letter sounds. • make a word wall. write each of the key words on an index card and
post the cards on a word wall or bulletin board as students learn them, grouping them in columns ... sp
eaking pathways - dorbooks - sp eaking pathways part one: letters and sounds track one: short-vowel
sounds the short sound of a is /a˘/. that is the beginning sound in each of the fol-lowing words: atom /a˘/, apple
/a˘/, and ant /a˘/. the short sound of a is /a˘/, /a˘/, /a˘/. “bla–black, ca–cat. black cat.” /a˘/ “jan’s black cat
grabs a f at crab.” the short sound of e is /e˘ /. /e˘ / is the ... use proofreading marks to correct the
sentences. - use proofreading marks to correct the sentences. jackson chris and me our on the same soccer
teem are soccer teem is called the pirates! who scored the gol asked coach smith.
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